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Quilted Cats & Dogs
Finally, a book to use with all those great precut fabric collections! Have fun using
5" and 10" squares and fat quarters or quarter-yard cuts in 12 creative projects.
Try a table runner, crib or lap blanket, or even a bed cover Get up to speed on
rotary cutting, traditional and foundation piecing, and easy optional applique and
embroidery Great for fabric swaps or using up your stash

Bella Bella Quilts
Welcome to a machine-quilting book like no other. It's a helpful guide to machinequilting designs for a dozen classic quilt blocks! No guessing, no stressing--these
61 designs show you exactly how to quilt specific blocks, and you choose the
challenge. With four to six ways to quilt each block, you'll find machine-quilting
designs for beginners, advanced quilters, and everyone in between. Designs are
rated with one, two, or three spools: One spool: Light quilting, no marking, easy to
stitch--perfect for finishing quilts quickly. Two spools: A little more adventurous--try
swirls, pebbles, feathers, and more. Three spools: Dense quilting, grid work, and
ruler work--plus more feathers! Start with an introduction to basic tools, supplies,
and best practices. Then jump right in with color-coded illustrations that tell you
which path to follow and when. Yes, you can quilt it--begin with any of the blocks
below and Vicki Ruebel will show you how! Log Cabin * Snowball * Bear's Paw *
Sawtooth Star * Courthouse Steps * Churn Dash * Granny Square * Eight-Pointed
Star * Nine Patch * Double X * Friendship Star * Ohio Star

Holiday Wishes
Based on traditional patterns, these delightful little patchwork treasures are
perfect additions to a quilter's decor. Stitch classic blocks using your favorite
reproduction fabrics and create sentimental, handmade treasures you or a loved
one will appreciate every day. 16 simple, small, and fast-to-make patterns you'll
love to stitch Be inspired by the authentic look of quilts created with reproduction
fabrics and traditional colors Beginners and experienced quilters will enjoy making
and displaying these little gems year-round
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Machine-Quilting Idea Book
From the pages of McCall's Quilting, these beautiful projects bring a new freshness
to favorite color combinations. Enjoy 17 sparkling designs that are sure to please
anyone looking for traditional, pretty projects at a great value. Features classic redand-white and blue-and-white designs, plus scrappy red-white-and-blue quilts
Includes themes ranging from springtime gardens to pinwheels to stars Features
both patchwork and applique designs in crisp, clean colors

The Anniversary Sampler Quilt
Best-selling author Kim Diehl and talented designer Laurie Baker have lots of ideas
for fitting creativity into your busy life. Now you can choose a terrific quilt pattern,
quickly stir up a tasty supper, and go sew! Select from 13 beautiful patchwork
quilts for the bed, wall, lap, and table; several include lovely applique Enjoy that
famous Kim Diehl charm in simple, accessible projects Try recipes for soups, a
casserole, chicken pot pie, and other delectable dishes that require little of your
precious time

Quilting for the Home
Making gorgeous landscape quilts is easy with these step-by-step instructions.

Best of Fons and Porter: Patriotic Quilts
A collection of patchwork quilt patterns incorporate such patriotic themes as stars
and stripes, eagles, flags, and the colors red, white, and blue.

Quilt As-You-Go Made Vintage
Discover a new collection of cozy quilts in the primitive country style that made
Country Comforts so popular. With her casual approach and appealing quilt
patterns, Cheryl Wall invites quilters of all skill levels to enjoy the creative process.
Create 13 homey patchwork quilts in a variety of sizes; many are accented with
charming applique details Learn piecing methods as well as simple techniques for
cotton and wool applique Make great use of your scraps in these country-style
projects

Homestyle Quilts
Bring the handmade tradition home with these charming quilts and home
accessories. Inspired by a grandmother who loved to sew for her family, quilter and
blogger Sherri McConnell gives traditional patterns like hexagons, stars, snowballs,
and Dresden Plates a new look featuring fabrics by some of today’s most popular
designers. 19 cozy projects include pillows, tote bags, table runners, and larger
quilts—quick and easy designs that make great gifts.

Quilt Petite
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Important Note about PRINT ON DEMAND Editions: You are purchasing a print on
demand edition of this book. This book is printed individually on uncoated (nonglossy) paper with the best quality printers available. The printing quality of this
copy will vary from the original offset printing edition and may look more
saturated. The information presented in this version is the same as the latest
edition. Any pattern pullouts have been separated and presented as single pages.
If the pullout patterns are missing, please contact c&t publishing.

Strip Savvy
Bring Renaissance Italy Home with Paper-Pieced Mosaics. Quilt designs based on
beautiful Italian mosaics bring the Italian Renaissance into your home. Familiar
quilting shapes in new combinations and settings yield exquisite, intricate-looking
designs. 8 stunning quilt projects in a variety of sizes, or create your own
variations. Full-sized paper-piecing patterns for most quilts. Photos of Italy and its
architecture - a great coffee table book!

Farm Girl Vintage 2
What could be more enticing than the newest projects from this popular design
team! With large pieces and easy appliqué shapes, these welcoming designs are
appropriate for all skill levels. Choose from 12 projects, including a variety of
pillows and a sachet Add texture and whimsy with fun details such as wool strips
couched on top of big pineapple appliqués Create a set of four seasonal door
banners for celebrating throughout the year

Quilting for Christmas
Civil War Legacies
Presents instructions and patterns for seventeen quilting projects for Christmas.

French Braid Quilts
Step back in time with 15 favorite patchwork-quilt patterns from the Civil War
Legacies collection by Carol Hopkins. Each pattern design features classic blocks
evocative of the era, beautifully showcasing today's reproduction quilt fabrics.
Wonderfully scrappy, small quilt patterns in sizes perfect for wall hangings and doll
quilts Simple, step-by-step instructions with clear diagrams and pressing directions
Value-packed collection with something for every skill level

Small and Scrappy
Improvisational piecing methods anchored within traditional quilting designs.
Improvising Tradition pairs improvisationally pieced elements with more
structured, and perhaps more familiar, quilt patterns to create projects that share
a fresh, clean, and modern aesthetic. Author Alexandra Ledgerwood introduces
readers to three basic improv piecing techniques: strip sets, piecing improvised
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strata, and slice and insert, then marries them with traditional quilting designs
such as log cabins, coin and bar quilts, and even Hawaiian quilts. By using
improvised elements within traditional patchwork quilt designs, Alexandra merges
new and old quilting styles into projects that will appeal to a wide range of quilters.
Eighteen original and modern quilting projects combine the beauty and familiarity
of traditional techniques with the fresh, fun spirit of improvised quilting.

Sew Cute & Clever Farm & Forest Friends
From tree skirt and table centerpiece, to various quilts and home decor items, this
one-of-a-kind quilt book inspires you to double your quilting pleasure. Inside this
beautifully illustrated guide you'll discover step-by-step instructions, illustrated 200
color photos, for creating stunning holiday themed projects using a new line of
fabrics for Windham Fabrics. In addition, you'll learn how to use the same projects
with general fabrics, to create fun and fabulous items for your home and wardrobe,
and to give as gifts.

Twist-and-Turn Bargello Quilts
Best-selling author Mary Hertel brings readers sixteen more of her adorable paperpiecing blocks, along with six new projects! Whether you’re an experienced paper
piecer or a beginner, Mary provides clear, simple instructions that will have you
paper piecing her cute animal designs in no time. Mix and match the blocks with
each other or with any of Mary’s previous books to create fun home decor projects,
including a quilt, table topper, table runner, bench pillow, throw pillow, and
pillowcase.

Making a World of Difference One Quilt at a Time
Learn how to make mini quilts, cushions, table toppers, doll quilts, place mats,
potholders and lots more with a wide range of techniques.

Oh Glory!
Sometimes all you need is a small pop of color, a quilted throw or a simple table
topper to complete a room. It's not always easy to find just what your looking for
so maybe it's time to think about making those special items. Quilting for the
Home has 10 gorgeous projects to choose from. Projects thatyou can select your
fabrics and colors to create the perfect accent to any room decor. It's so much
easier when you can make it yourself.

A Snowman's Family Album Quilt
Journey into a land of fairy tales as you sew unicorns, dragons, mermaids, and their
friends! Mary Hertel's beloved paper-pieced blocks are simple to sew. With sixteen
mix-and-match blocks, you'll unlock the power of imagination in your quilting.
Combine the blocks to create seven cute and useful projects ranging from quilts
and pillows to a drawstring backpack. With clever patterns and clear instructions,
this collection will make you feel like a paper-piecing wizard.
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Pat Sloan's Celebrate the Seasons
Here are bargello quilts like you've never seen them before! Instead of streaking
up and down, these 11 designs wave, twist, and curve to create beautiful shapes
with incredible movement. Eileen's techniques use the efficiency of strip piecing to
make truly mesmerizing modern designs. You'll create strip sets, slice and dice
them, and arrange the values using a number chart for flawless results. A gorgeous
gallery is included.

Back to Charm School
This exciting collection features fresh, bright designs inspired by traditional blocks,
as well as a few all-new block designs. Discover a wide variety of patterns for
everyone from novices to experts--at a terrific value. Use convenient precut 2 1/2"
strips or dive into your stash--and create a quilt that's uniquely your own Select
from 18 fun projects and try new techniques such as flying geese, half-square
triangles, triangle corners, chain piecing, and strip piecing Enhance your quilt
design by making clever use of leftover strips in pieced borders and scrappy
bindings

At Home with Country Quilts
Get comfortable with basic piecing and machine quilting—one block at a time! Bestselling author Jera Brandvig is back, this time with a romantic take on her quilt-asyou-go designs. Try your hand at 9 projects, including an elegant sampler with 51
mix-and-match blocks. For quilt as-you-go enthusiasts, Jera shares 3 optional
joining methods, including her new technique that makes your quilt reversible! No
matter how busy your schedule, you can set attainable goals and practice quilting
patchwork blocks in small, manageable pieces.

Red, White, and Sometimes Blue
Sew Magical
Gather up your little precuts--charm school is back in session! Discover fresh
designs from the popular authors of Country Threads Goes to Charm School.
Sparkling with energy, these quilts make the most of today's 5" precut squares and
also include instructions for using yardage. Choose from 20 patterns and gather
fun decorating and gift-giving ideas Make appealing designs such as table runners,
doll quilts, a pillow, and a tree skirt in fabrics ranging from country to bright,
reproduction, theme prints, and more Try new techniques and get lots of quilting
pleasure from these little, quick-to-finish projects

A Quilting Life
Simple Piecing - Spectacular Quilts. One great technique, a variety of different
looks! LEARN TO USE VALUE: Create glowing effects by choosing a gradated range
of fabrics. Super-easy piecing means fast quilt construction. Make it yours with
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pretty borders, separator bands, and other creative variations. Color is key when
you "braid" a variety of fabrics into an eye-catching quilt. Learn to identify value in
fabric and use it to create the effect you want-in these quilts and every quilt you
make! Fourteen projects range from striking wall hangings to bed quilts.

Quilting Around Your Home
Show your true colors as you stitch a bounty of red-white-and-blue projects
featuring classic blocks. Straightforward piecing and simple designs highlight allAmerican color combinations in these patriotic projects with perennial appeal.
Enjoy spirited projects that will brighten your home, including table toppers, quilts,
wall hangings, a throw pillow, and more Perfect year 'round as gifts for military
families, national holidays, and fans of Old Glory Be inspired to mix and match red,
white, and blue fabrics for a scrappy look

Folk-Art Favorites
Star Log Cabin adds a new dimension of beauty to the classic Log Cabin pattern.
Using her famous Log Cabin book as the foundation, Eleanor has developed an
assembly-line method of adding stars among the blocks. These are easy stars, not
diamond patches! Choose from several different layouts for a distinctive look

Improvising Tradition
Here's your chance to stitch a fun & easy cat or dog collection of quilts and accent
pieces you can personalize for any pet lover. Mix and match the 13 projects for a
unique but inspiring look. Quilted Cats & Dogs has everything you'll need all in one
book, for a cat or dog. Tutorials included in this book: Raw-Edge Fusible Applique
Padded Applique Making Yo-Yo's Templates are provided on insert in this book.

Landscape Quilts
Greet each season with beloved designer Pat Sloan leading the way! Pat's clear
instructions and encouraging "You can do it!" attitude make this collection of
seasonal projects a snap to create. Choose from 14 simple patchwork and applique
projects for: -- Spring: stitch a bouquet of scrap-happy tulips -- Summer: make a
pillow in sky blues and sunny yellows -- Fall: harvest a fun pumpkin wall quilt -Winter: get cozy with a Nordic-style snowflake quilt Each season offers something
special to celebrate--and Pat's easy-to-make projects will help you to welcome
each turn of the calendar page. She'll be cheering you on every step of the way!

Basic Seminole Patchwork
"Farm girl vintage 2, brings even more quilt blocks and projects for all Farm Girl
Vintage fans to enjoy. Lori has rounded up 45 unique 6" and 12" quilt blocks
inspired by her rural roots. She has also designed 13 new projects in this book,
including quilts, pillows, a pincushion, and of course a fantastic new sampler quilt!
As always, quilters can mix and match quilt blocks from Lori’s previous books, so
they can piece together endless possibilities." -- Amazon.com
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Accent on Angles
Admire large, color photographs of the best modern quilting has to offer—more
than 200 quilts curated by the Modern Quilt Guild. From the Amish and Gee’s Bend
to the first use of the word "modern” in quilting, trace the history of modern quilts
and learn about hallmarks of the genre in a concise retrospective. This beautiful
hardcover book celebrates the genre, honoring its past, present, and future.

All Things Quilting with Alex Anderson
The life and times of a whimsical snowman are followed -- from first to last
snowflake -- in this wonderful storybook quilt! Quilters will love stitching up this
lighthearted salute to a snowman's favorite pastimes, quirky family history, and
fateful encounter with warm weather. Perfect for quilters who want a cheerful and
refreshingly uncommon quilt for the holidays. -- Over a dozen blocks use fusible
applique and easy patchwork to chronicle the life of this familiar winter-time
character -- Five delightful step-by-step projects include the full-size storybook
quilt, three smaller quilts with winter themes, and a festive swag -- Creative ideas
show how to use favorite blocks and fun embellishments to make small, superquick projects for gifts and home

Star Log Cabin Quilt
From first step to last stitch, learn to quilt the Alex Anderson way! With more than
one million books sold, the author who taught the world to quilt is back again!
Internet and television personality Alex Anderson’s "big book" of quilting includes
indispensible, straightforward advice—essential tools, binding basics, and easy-tounderstand piecing and appliqué. Become a master of hand and machine quilting,
and finish with professional touches that will turn you into a confident, lifelong
quilter. Whether you’re a beginner or an experienced quilter, this must-have
compendium will find a permanent home next to your sewing machine!

Deck the Halls
Quilts exemplify precious things: comfort through the warmth they provide;
community, since they are often created by groups; and love, given the time and
effort they require. With this in mind, legions of kindhearted quilters all over the
world choose to donate their labors of love to people in need. Ruth McHaney
Danner has gathered fifty-four heartwarming stories of quilters who make their
compassion tangible one stitch, square, and quilt at a time. Each story introduces a
quilter or group of quilters, ranging from a blind woman in Texas to preschoolers in
Australia. Their gifts have the power to make recipients feel cherished and
supported, even though they may never meet face-to-face. These wonderfully
inspiring stories show that every quilter who has ever wondered, “But what can I
do?” can do something to reach out and help others.

Modern Quilts
Celebrate any important event in life, from an anniversary or a birthday to a
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retirement or a memorial, with these 40 beautiful blocks and 7 customizable
settings. Created to commemorate the author’s 40th anniversary of falling in love
with her husband (and making her first quilt for him!), you can read the story
behind each block, then make it personal by stitching in your own memories and
using blank blocks for personal dedications. Piece and appliqué the stunning
sampler quilt, or pick and choose your blocks and setting to suit your own needs
and taste.

Holiday Quilts
Designer Susan Purney Mark makes brilliant use of strip sets and angled cuts in
nine appealing projects, opening up exciting new design possibilities. Insert bold
accent strips to achieve a refreshingly different look Use blocks in a variety of
ways--in borders, quilt centers, repeat-block quilts, and more Enhance your design
with raw-edge applique

Loose Change
Looks at the history of quilting, shows how to design and sew a variety of quilts,
and includes advice on displaying quilts

Patrick Lose Christmas - A
In this rich collection of Christmas patterns, you'll find festive quilts to deck the
halls--and mantels, tables, floors, and more! These projects include delightful
designs for children as well, so you'll soon have everyone dreaming of Christmas!
Choose from 10 warm and welcoming projects for decorating or gift giving Prepare
for the holidays with wall quilts, table toppers, a tree skirt, a mantel quilt, and
stockings Create pieced and appliqued projects that include floral applique motifs
such as poinsettias and mistletoe Quilt yourself a merry little Christmas!
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